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Scope 

The purpose of this document is to provide the general process for and guidance related to converting 
existing Millennium site to the newest Millennium software, Ultra. This is typically required when an end user 
is using an older version of Millennium that is no longer under development and desires to migrate the site to 
the latest platform. 

 
The most critical aspect of these migrations is a careful site assessment and migration planning process to 
eliminate the risk of unexpected challenges in the conversion. This document attempts to provide a framework 
within which Millennium Authorized dealers can repeatedly execute. 

 
 

Quick Overview 

Steps for executing a site conversion: 
 

1. Complete a hardware and software inventory of the site 
 

2. Determine if new server / computer hardware will be required  
 
3. Determine if Millennium hardware will need to be upgraded (SCU->ESCU, DCD->EDCD, Firmware) 

 
4. Contact your Millennium Regional Sales Manager and request quote for site migration 

 
5. Schedule the migration and switchover date - Verify that all dependencies have been met and critical 

stakeholders scheduled and available several days prior to the migration date 
 

6. Place sales order with Millennium Group 
 
7. Upload existing database to Millennium Technical Support at least two business days before the 

planned software install date for conversion (Email us @ TSupport@MGIaccess.com) 
 
8. Install Millennium Ultra, license & restore the newly converted database once received from 

Technical Support. (Obtain latest version of software via dealer login on MGIaccess.com) 
 
9. Bring site online in new software  & change SCU if necessary – review firmware versions through 

reporting & any offline devices 
 
10. Update all hardware firmware as necessary 
 
11. Update the site / doors via the software 

 

12. Identify and correct via testing, any outstanding issues or dependencies. 
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Step 1: Complete hardware & software Inventory 
 
To ensure a seamless migration, it is critical to have a full inventory of the current deployment including the 
following items; 

 

 Currently deployed Millennium Access Control Software Platform + any additional licensing 

 Model and firmware revision of existing hardware (SCU,DCD,ECU,ECD,RCD)  

 Integrations, custom reports, or other non-standard software features deployed on the existing platform 

 Access to the current database on the Millennium server – Check with IT department 
 

 
Step 2&3: Determine Server Hardware Requirement 

 
Work with the local Information Technology representative to identify the specific hardware that will host the 
new Millennium software; Or if the customer will use the favored, Ultra Hosted solution. 

 

 

 Will the existing hardware be used or will new hardware be required? 

 Will the installation be on a dedicated onsite server or using the Ultra Hosted solution? 

 Who is responsible for procuring and/or provisioning any new server hardware? 

 If using the Ultra Hosted solution, use an ESCU or NetDCD via the cloud connection kit 

 
 
Step 4: Request Millennium Quote 

 
Contact the Millennium sales representative responsible for your area, or Customer service to start the 
quoting process. In more complex systems, it is advisable to first check with Millennium Technical 
Support for any hardware / software tips. 

 

Step 5: Identify target switchover date and stakeholders - create schedule 
 
Identify the target system switchover date making sure to include the critical dependencies; 

 

 Availability of new hardware 

 Required firmware update and/or hardware upgrades 

 Availability of critical stakeholders, typically including IT support and representatives from vendors with 
systems integrated into Millennium software 

 Operating schedule of the site to be converted 
 

Step 6: Place sales order with Millennium Group 
 

Place your order with the Millennium Group sales rep or customer service via email or phone ~ Include the 
site name and target conversion date + any individual software licensing variables. Depending upon the 
duration between the original quote and the planned installation, Millennium may request a conference call to 
validate scope and responsibilities.
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Step 7: Upload & Convert Database 
 
Provide Millennium Group with the most recent copy of the database to be converted. Note that all system 
changes made after this date should be logged as they will not be included in the converted database and will 
need to be reapplied manually to the new system via the end user or dealer. 

 

In rare cases, it may not be possible to convert the database. In this instance, Millennium will provide specific 
guidance regarding which elements of the database will be lost in the conversion to ensure the dealer is fully 
informed & a successful outcome is still reached. 
 
Contact TSupport@MGIaccess.com with the latest backup of the database at least two business days before 
the install. Software specific backup guides are available from the knowledge base 
(www.MGIaccess.com/Technical-Documents , or the dealer login). 

 
Step 8: Install new Ultra software  

 
Download & install + license the latest version of Millennium Ultra following the install guide. Then, restore the 
database also following the specific guide ~ All available from our website’s dealer login portal 
(www.MGIaccess.com) 
 
 

Step 9: Bring site online & change SCU if necessary 

 

Change the SCU if necessary & bring the site online in the software. Once online, review all DCDs or devices 
that are offline ~ Check troubleshooting guide available from the Knowledge Base if any issues arrise 

 

 
 Step 10: Update hardware, EPROM’s and firmware as required 
 
Where possible, all required hardware and EPROM upgrades and firmware updates should be completed. 
When replacing traditional controller firmware, pay extra attention to not bend a firmware chip leg.  
 

 
 Step 11: Update the site 
 
 Update all SCU’s and DCD’s via the software to ensure that all panels are programmed as expected. 

 
 
 Step 12: Verify all conversion dependencies have been met 
 
Prior to finalizing the migration date, validate that all of the critical dependencies have been met and all that 
access schedules have been set. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
          ______________________________________________________________________ 

For further information please contact Millennium Technical Services at  
866-455-5222 or tsupport@millennium-groupinc.com 
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